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Ultimate Performance

"Superior sushi rice shaping technology 
   that creates the great handmade texture 

    made by professional sushi chefs."

Make Perfect Soft and Flu�y Nigiri Sushi Rice Balls
Creates consistent, high quality nigiri sush rice balls using our proven technology for accurate measuring 
for perfect traditional shaped nigiri sushi rice balls without kneading, crushing, or cutting the rice grains.

Easy User Operation
Simple operation using the LCD touch screen panel to adjust speed, softness, weight, and compression. 
Set user language preference in English, French, German, Spanish, Korean, Chinese, or Japanese. 

Integrated Rice Warmer
Keep the sushi rice at the optimal temperature to allow for the output of warm nigiri sushi rice balls.

Choose from Two Di�erent Sized Rice Hoppers
Standard Hopper: Approx. 10kg (22.05lb)

* Asian region model can be displayed in English, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese languages.

Speeds up to 4800
Nigiri sushi rice balls / hour

Compact Sushi Machine

SSN-JLX-EH
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*Design and speci�cation subject to change without notice. 
*Please follow the instruction in the operation manual when handling the machine. 
*While capacity expresses the machine's performance capabilities, it is predicated upon the machine being operated correctly. 
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Rice Warming 

Function

SSN-JLX-EH

3000, 3600, 4200, 4800 pieces / hour (selectable)

* When weight is set at 21-22g (0.74-0.78oz)

the maximum capacity may be lower.

Standard hopper:

*Rack for lid included in dimensions

AC 110-120V, 60Hz single phase

100W

Standard hopper:

Minimum 12g* (0.43oz) to maximum 22g (0.78oz)

* 12g (0.43oz) to 16g (0.56oz) requires di�erent

mold unit

7 adjustment levels - soft to hard

Approx. 25kg (55.1lb)

ON/OFF selectable

362W×563D×670H mm

(14.25"W×22.17"D×26.38"H)

approx. 10kg (22lb)

Dimensions

Features
• Compact design with easy loading of

sushi rice into the machine.

• The integrated rice warming function
keeps the rice at an optimal
temperature for output of the ideal
form and texture of the nigiri rice balls.

• Makes consistent and perfect soft
and �u�y nigiri sushi rice balls
without kneading and crushing of
the nigiri sushi rice ball.

• Easy to view and use LCD touch
screen display panel allows for quick
customization and operation.

• Simple assembly and disassembly.
Easy to clean, sanitize, and maintain.
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